
 

  

 

 

 

 

ADATA UV140 USB3.0 Flash Drive 

The ultra-light UV140 USB3.0 flash drive comes with a unique bookmark clip and features a capless, compact 

appearance combined with a USB3.0 high-speed interface to provide greater convenience, efficiency, and ease of 

use. With the UV140, it's easy to take life to the next level! 

 

Ingenuity and Convenience in Your Hands  
Designed with a bookmark clip at its tip, the UV140 

can be clipped onto folders, books, lanyards, and 

more. Portable and convenient, the UV140 makes it a 

breeze for users to achieve success. 

 

Capless design with strap hole makes it 

easier to carry around 
With the UV140's capless design, you never have to 

worry about losing the cap.You can attach it to a strap 

with the strap hole at its tip to transform the UV140 

into a portable and convenient companion. 

 

Light and compact, flexible and high-quality  
The UV140's matte texture material is scratch-resistant, 

smudge-resistant, and fingerprint-proof.At a mere 4.3mm 

in length and 8mm thick, it is more portable and easier to 

attach and remove 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

Features Specifications 

 Capless & Bookmark Clip design  Interface: Super Speed USB 3.0 

 Small and thin  Color: Blue / Red  

 SuperSpeed  USB 3.0 Interface  Capacity: 16GB /32GB/64GB 

 
 Strap hole for easy portable  Dimensions(L x H x W): 43 x 16 x 8mm   

  Weight: 4g 

  Warranty: Lifetime 

 

 

 

 High-speed interface 
The UV140 uses the USB 3.0 high-spee 

USB 3.0 High-speed interface 
The UV140 uses the USB 3.0 high-speed bus 

specification for greatly enhanced transfer speeds and 

is also fully compatible with USB 2.0.The UV140 is 

available in 16GB, 32GB, and 64GB models to meet all 

of your capacity needs. 

 

 

Ordering Information 

Capacity Color EAN CODE Model number 

16GB RED 4712366963122 AUV140-16G-RKD 

32GB RED 4712366963139 AUV140-32G-RKD 

64GB RED 4712366963146 AUV140-64G-RKD 

16GB BLUE 4712366963153 AUV140-16G-RBE 

32GB BLUE 4712366963160 AUV140-32G-RBE 

64GB BLUE 4712366963177 AUV140-64G-RBE 


